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ABSTRACT 
 
Several institutions plan to couple the fuel performance code TRANSURANUS developed by 
the European Institute for Transuranium Elements with their own codes. One of these codes is 
the reactor dynamic code DYN3D maintained by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden - 
Rossendorf. DYN3D was developed originally for VVER type reactors and was extended 
later to western type reactors. Usually, the fuel rod behavior is modeled in thermal hydraulics 
and neutronic codes in a simplified manner. The main idea of this coupling is to describe the 
fuel rod behavior in the frame of core safety analysis in a more detailed way, e.g. including 
the influence of the high burn-up structure, geometry changes and fission gas release. It 
allows to take benefit from the improved computational power and software achieved over the 
last two decades. 
 
The coupling interface was developed in a general way from the beginning. Thence it can be 
easily used also by other codes for a coupling with TRANSURANUS. The user can choose 
between a one-way as well as a two-way online coupling option. For a one-way online 
coupling, DYN3D provides only the time-dependent rod power and thermal hydraulics 
conditions to TRANSURANUS, but the fuel performance code doesn’t transfer any variable 
back to DYN3D. In a two-way online coupling, TRANSURANUS in addition transfers 
parameters like fuel temperature and cladding temperature back to DYN3D. This list of 
variables can be extended easily by geometric and further variables of interest. 
 
First results of the code system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS will be presented for a control rod 
ejection transient in a modern western type reactor. Pre-analyses show already that a detailed 
fuel rod behavior modeling will influence the thermal hydraulics and thence also the 
neutronics due to the Doppler reactivity effect of the fuel temperature. The coupled code 
system has therefore a potential to improve the assessment of safety criteria. The developed 
code system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS can be used also for VVER type reactors. For this 
purpose, only the DYN3D and TRANSURANUS input files have to be modified.  



1. Introduction 
 
In the last two decades research centres, nuclear safety authorities, universities and industry 
companies have taken benefit from steadily decreasing costs of computer power. New 
applications have become feasible, including multi-physics coupling of thermal hydraulic 
system codes, sub-channel codes and reactor dynamic codes [1-3]. In addition, existing 
models have been further improved and new models have been developed.  
 
In parallel to introducing multi-physics in the field of neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulic 
codes, models of fuel performance codes were improved by exploiting new experimental data, 
by better understanding the on-going processes and by introducing new phenomena. 
Regarding e.g. fission gas release during power ramps [6], ballooning during LOCA [7] or 
high burn-up structure [8], fuel performance codes were developed in much more detail than 
the simplified models applied in neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulic codes [4]. Thence for 
safety evidence, full core analyses are done based on coupled neutron kinetics and thermal 
hydraulics, and followed by application of fuel rod performance codes [5]. 
 
In view of this serial calculation methodology, several institutions plan to couple fuel 
performance codes like SCANAIR developed by IRSN [9] or TRANSURANUS developed 
by the European Institute for Transuranium Elements [10] with neutron kinetics and thermal 
hydraulic codes. Because TRANSURANUS is foreseen to be coupled to different codes [11], 
a generic approach was developed and was applied for the coupling with the reactor dynamic 
code DYN3D maintained by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden - Rossendorf [12]. As DYN3D 
was developed originally for VVER type reactors and latterly extended to western light water 
reactors, the code system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS can be used for BWR, PWR and 
VVER. 
 
The newly developed general TRANSURANUS coupling interface, its features and the 
modifications in the TRANSURANUS code are the focus of the 2nd section of this paper. 
DYN3D and its fuel behavior model are briefly described at the beginning of the 3rd section. 
Later on, first promising results of the new code system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS are 
derived from a full core analysis with a control rod ejection event. In the last section 
conclusions are drawn from the actual status of DYN3D-TRANSURANUS and the general 
TRANSURANUS coupling interface, and future work is outlined. 
 
 

2. Main features of the general TRANSURANUS coupling interface 

General tool for coupling of TRANSURANUS 

All plans to couple TRANSURANUS with reactor dynamic, thermal hydraulic system and 
sub-channel codes [11] aim at a replacement of simpler fuel behavior models by an 
underlying fuel performance engine. In close cooperation with the TRANSURANUS 
developers group, the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden - Rossendorf decided to develop a general 
TRANSURANUS coupling interface and to implement modifications in TRANSURANUS 
that can be generally used for future code couplings, i.e. DYN3D should be easily replaceable 
by any other code in the coupled system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. To this end, both the 
general coupling interface and the TRANSURANUS code are linked as library to DYN3D. In 



this way a clearly defined border exists, and the library is called instead of the DYN3D fuel 
behavior model for every time step/ iteration step. For each fuel rod and at each time step/ 
iteration step, a TRANSURANUS restart is carried out via the call of the general coupling 
interface. For computer time reasons, the TRANSURANUS restart variables of each coupled 
fuel rod are saved in internal arrays instead of repeatedly writing and reading the 
TRANSURANUS restart file. 
 

One-way and two-way coupling methodology 

Both one-way as well as two-way coupling methodologies are available in the general 
TRANSURANUS coupling interface: The one-way coupling has no impact on the DYN3D 
calculation itself because the TRANSURANUS calculations are done in parallel to the call of 
the fuel behavior model of the coupled code, i.e. data are transferred from DYN3D to 
TRANSURANUS only, as illustrated in Figure 1 a). The main advantage compared to serial 
DYN3D and TRANSURANUS calculations is the automatic data transfer. 
 
In the two-way coupling scheme, data are also transferred back to the code coupled with 
TRANSURANUS, as shown in Figure 1 b) for DYN3D. In this case TRANSURANUS is part 
of the iteration process and influences directly the DYN3D calculation. The user can choose 
each existing TRANSURANUS variable for transferring. Figure 1 b) presents the fuel and 
cladding surface temperature as transferred variables. The neutron kinetics as well as the 
thermal hydraulics of DYN3D is affected directly by this transfer via the Doppler temperature 
and the cladding-to-coolant heat transfer. In a second development stage of DYN3D-
TRANSURANUS, it is planned to extend the list of transferred variables to geometrical 
variables. Then the influence of ballooning on the thermal hydraulics in case of DNB during 
RIA or the impact of the fuel stack elongation on the neutron kinetics for fast reactors can be 
analyzed. 
 

Automatic switch from steady-state to transient conditions 

If in the coupled code the reactor state switches from normal operation to transient conditions, 
e.g. in the case of RIA, a few TRANSURANUS models have to be adapted. To this end, in a 
TRANSURANUS standalone run a manual restart has to be executed for model switching 
from base-irradiation to RIA transient conditions. Because it is too complex and inefficient to 
stop the whole code system after the base irradiation for each coupled fuel rod, the user of the 
general TRANSURANUS coupling interface can choose the automatic model switch during 
the run of the coupled system. Dependent from the scenario (e.g. LOCA) and for the selection 
of the preferred models in TRANSURANUS, the user has to update a specific restart section 
in the source code before the calculation, and the code system can be run throughout the 
whole time range without any manual modifications during the calculation. 
 

Manual pre- and post-calculations with TRANSURANUS in standalone mode 

In various fuel performance codes users have to provide the starting burn-up and several 
variables characterizing the state of the fuel rod as input. This can result in complex issues 
because not all important variables can be measured (e.g. stress components). On the contrary, 
for TRANSURANUS the whole irradiation has to be given from zero burn-up. If a code 
system as DYN3D-TRANSURANUS is applied to a reactor core for the first time, many fuel 



assemblies will have been pre-irradiated in previous cycles. Before starting a calculation with 
the coupled code system, the TRANSURANUS restart files will have to be generated for all 
pre-irradiated fuel rods. Therefore the system allows for pre-calculations with 
TRANSURANUS in standalone mode, and the TRANSURANUS restart files can be used for 
a restart of the coupled system itself. In addition, all TRANSURANUS restart files can be 
used for further TRANSURANUS standalone calculations after the end of the code system 
run. 
 

Synchronization of code versions 

As a basic requirement for software maintenance and development, identical code versions 
should always be used – in both the standalone and the coupled mode of the system. Thence a 
new input variable and some new control variables were introduced in the TRANSURANUS 
code. They are set in the general coupling interface as well as in the code coupled with 
TRANSURANUS. For example, the output writing and convergence is controlled by such 
variables. Thanks to this approach only a few modifications have to be done in the 
TRANSURANUS code for switching from standalone to coupling mode: Firstly, few lines 
have to be modified in the main driver routine (now a subroutine), and secondly two newly 
introduced dummy subroutines have to be replaced. Altogether around 6 % of all 
TRANSURANUS routines are affected by these modifications. 
 
 
In summary, the TRANSURANUS code can be used in combination with the coupling 
interface in various scenarios: 

o Different fuel compositions in the reactor types BWR, PWR, VVER, HWR and FBR 
o Normal operation, operational transients and design basis accidents like LOCA  
o Time scales from milliseconds/ seconds (i.e. RIA) over seconds/ minutes (i.e. LOCA) 

to years (i.e. normal operation or latterly also dry fuel storage) 
 
For each scenario, several options can be selected by the user: 

o Calculation at either fuel assembly or fuel rod level, whereas the TRANSURANUS 
input and possible restart file of every coupled fuel rod will be read once at the 
beginning of the calculation. 

o One-way or two-way coupling methodology. 
o Selection of the time-dependent variables transferred to TRANSURANUS, whereas 

for saving computer time the values are transferred directly over internal arrays. 
o Transferring of all relevant TRANSURANUS variables back to the coupled code at 

the end of every TRANSURANUS call (only for two-way coupling). 
o Automatic switch from steady to transient conditions in TRANSURANUS. 
o Writing of TRANSURANUS output files, which allow to plot all available output 

quantities for each coupled fuel rod. 
o Manual pre- and post-calculations with TRANSURANUS in standalone mode. 

 
 

3. Full core analysis with DYN3D-TRANSURANUS 



Reactor dynamic code DYN3D 

The reactor dynamic code DYN3D [12] is a best estimate code for the simulation of steady-
state and transients in LWR, maintained by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden - Rossendorf. 
Today several research centers, nuclear safety authorities, universities and industry companies 
apply DYN3D. In the last decade the focus of the DYN3D development shifted partly to 
Generation IV concepts. Originally the code was developed for VVER; latterly it was 
extended to quadratic fuel assembly geometry. DYN3D can be separated in two parts: neutron 
kinetics and thermal hydraulics. The neutron kinetics is solved in three dimensions for two or 
more neutron energy groups. A four equations model is used for describing the thermal 
hydraulics in the coolant channels (fuel assemblies) of the reactor core. For taking into 
account the system behavior, DYN3D can be used coupled to the thermal hydraulic system 
codes ATHLET and RELAP [2]. 
 
The heat transfer regime map of the thermal hydraulics part, validated also for reactivity 
initiated accidents (RIA), is linked to a one dimensional thermo-mechanical fuel rod model 
[4] in DYN3D. The fuel material properties may depend also on the burn-up, whereas this 
dependency will be validated for high burn-up fuel in the future. The heat transfer in the gap 
is modeled in quite detail. Thermal, elastic and plastic deformations are taken into account for 
fuel and cladding. This includes also a creep law for plastic deformation. Thence the influence 
of the changing gap width can be modeled. Despite of these advanced capabilities, however, 
the fuel behavior models included in DYN3D are still rather simplified e.g. no high burn-up 
phenomena are considered. Furthermore the validation database of a fuel performance code as 
TRANSURANUS is more comprehensive and covers a wider range of different steady-state 
and transient conditions. Moreover, the fuel rod parameters for the initial state before the 
beginning of a transient have to be given for the DYN3D fuel behavior model, while in 
DYN3D-TRANSURANUS they are obtained in a consistent way. 
 

Control rod ejection scenario 

A full core control rod ejection scenario was calculated for a German PWR KONVOI design. 
The main design characteristics are thermal power of 3750 MW, four loops and 193 fuel 
assemblies of the type 18x18-24. The chosen scenario is based on a generic input containing a 
low leakage core loading pattern with UO2, Gd doped UO2 and mixed oxide (MOX) fuel at 
begin of cycle at Xe equilibrium. If the fuel assembly is irradiated in a previous cycle, the pre-
irradiation will be calculated with TRANSURANUS standalone before. In that case typically 
time-dependent rod power and thermal hydraulics conditions are taken. 
 
61 control rods regulate the reactor power; each control rod combines 24 control rod fingers 
regarding to the 24 guided tubes in the mentioned fuel assembly type. The control rods are 
assigned either in the one L control bank or the six D control banks. The tasks of D banks are 
the control of the reactivity during operation including fast operational transients. In analogy 
to this, the L bank have to provide the necessary shut down reactivity for a scram, to control 
the axial power density distribution and to support the D bank in case of a fast operational 
power transient. For this purpose, all control rods allocated to the L bank are (almost) 
completely outside the core except for cold zero power conditions. 
 
For hot full power conditions, all banks are practically out of core or inserted only partially. 
Thence the reactivity insertion due to a control rod ejection is limited. According to reactor 
operation rules, four D banks can be inserted fully between hot zero power and 30% of 



nominal reactor power. Therefore the analyzed scenario regards a control rod ejection of one 
D bank rod at nominal power of 30%. The ejection time was set conservatively to 0.1 s [13], 
whereas the real ejection time is affected by the severity of the control rod mechanical failure 
and coolant pressure [14]. The activation of the scram signal isn’t considered. 
 

Comparison between DYN3D standalone and DYN3D-TRANSURANUS 

A comparison between the DYN3D standalone approach and the coupled code complex 
DYN3D-TRANSURANUS (two-way coupling) was performed for the above described 
scenario. The aim of this comparison was at first to demonstrate the work of the code 
coupling, and to get a first estimate of the effect of the improved modeling by the coupled 
code system on the transient analysis results. 
 
The input data for the DYN3D standalone run was chosen based on standard assumptions for 
the DYN3D models, e.g. fixed heat transfer coefficient for the gap between fuel and cladding, 
gas composition and pressure in the gap according to fresh fuel conditions and flat 
distribution of the fission heat release over the pellet radius. Moreover, the DYN3D standard 
fuel behavior model is based on UO2 material properties. To see the real effort of a two-way 
coupling independent on material properties, TRANSURANUS assumes all fuel rods as UO2 
in this paper. 
 
Firstly the boron acid concentration for the critical initial state of the reactor has to be 
determined. For hot zero power, the fuel temperatures are low and practically identical to the 
coolant inlet temperature. Hence, the critical boron concentration values should also be 
identical between DYN3D and DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. In the case of higher reactor 
power, the boron concentrations should differ due to differences in the fuel temperature, 
which are caused by the more detailed fuel rod modeling in TRANSURANUS. This 
assumption is confirmed by the calculated values in Table 1. 
 
Using the determined critical boron acid concentration for the initial state, control rod ejection 
calculations were done with DYN3D and the new code system DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. 
The control rod ejection leads to a total nuclear power increase from 1125 MW to a maximum 
value of 1893 MW (DYN3D-TRANSURANUS) resp. 1808 MW (DYN3D) and a smooth 
decrease after the maximum. The power curves are shown in Figure 2 (left). For DYN3D-
TRANSURANUS the power decreases somewhat more. We assume that this is caused by the 
impact of radial power density profile in the pellet. DYN3D assumes a flat profile, while in 
TRANSURANUS the shaping of the profile is modeled taking into account the burn-up. 
During the transient this leads to a higher energy release in the outer part of the pellet, to 
higher heat flux between cladding and coolant and finally to a slightly higher decrease of the 
total nuclear power. Furthermore Figure 2 (right) shows the global average fuel temperatures, 
volume averaged values over the whole core. A difference of around 43 K can be indicated 
from the beginning, whereas the DYN3D value is lower. One main reason of the difference 
may be different behavior of fresh and low burn-up fuel rods on the one side, and high burn-
up rods on the other side. The high burn-up fuel behavior can be modeled only by 
TRANSURANUS. Thence the differences in global core parameters should depend also on 
the number of high burn-up fuel assemblies in the core. 
 
To estimate local effects, a detailed analysis at the fuel assembly level was performed. As 
mentioned before, DYN3D calculates a representative fuel rod for each coolant channel (fuel 
assembly). In the calculated scenario, the highest rise of fuel enthalpy occurred in a node 



belonging to the fuel assembly with the ejected control rod – the same node both in DYN3D 
and DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. Nevertheless the increase was well below the fuel rod failure 
limit (DYN3D: 53.35 J/g; DYN3D-TRANSURANUS: 55.51 J/g). The global maximum node 
fuel temperature was also far away from the melting temperature. Furthermore no onset of 
DNB occurred. 
 
The maximum and minimum differences of node fuel enthalpy, node centerline fuel 
temperature and node cladding temperature between the standalone and coupled calculations 
are given in Table 2 (beginning of transient) and Table 3 (maximum during transient). The 
cladding temperature differences between both approaches are really limited. All values of the 
maximum differences are related to high burn-up assemblies. The DYN3D node centerline 
fuel temperature is up to 184 °C lower. For confirmation the node fuel centerline temperature 
of two neighboring fuel assemblies are plotted in Figure 3, one fresh (left) and one high burn-
up (right). The DYN3D values are lower than the coupled code values by 25 K to 30 K for 
fresh fuel and around 155 to 170 K for high burn-up fuel. This can explain the lower global 
average fuel temperature for DYN3D in Figure 2. 
 
The described differences for high burn-up rods are caused mainly by different modeling of 
the UO2 properties (e.g. thermal conductivity), heat transfer coefficient in the gap and radial 
power density profile. Last both mentioned parameters can’t be determined in reactor 
dynamic codes in the same degree of detail as in fuel performance codes. For example, both 
radial deformation and fission gas release have an important impact on the heat transfer in the 
gap. However, fission gas release is based on complex phenomena, and the related processes 
are normally modeled only in fuel performance codes. Figure 4 reinforces this, whereas the 
heat transfer coefficient can only have a visible impact on the initial temperature in the 
analyzed fuel assemblies because the value keeps (almost) constant during the transient. For 
the degree of detail, the same can be concluded for the radial power density profile, whereas 
the enrichment and the neutron spectrum should be considered in detail. Altogether the 
importance of a detailed fuel behavior modeling was shown. For this purpose, the new code 
system discloses a promising way with acceptable computation times – less than one day for 
the presented 20 sec control rod ejection transient. No convergence problems occurred. 
 
 

4. Summary and conclusions 
 
The first analysis of a particular RIA scenario by the coupled code complex DYN3D-
TRANSURANUS presented in this paper has demonstrated the applicability of the code 
coupling and the plausibility of the results of the coupled calculation. 
 
A control rod ejection transient was analyzed by both the DYN3D standalone approach and 
the coupled code complex DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. Due to space-dependent effects in the 
neutron kinetics on the one hand, and due to the mixed composition of the core containing 
fresh, low, medium and high burn-up fuel assemblies, the impact of the local fuel rod 
behavior is relevant. Altogether, the maximum of the total reactor power was almost 85 MW 
higher for DYN3D-TRANSURANUS in comparison to DYN3D. 
 
Beside global parameters the fuel behavior modeling in both codes and its influence on the 
transient results was analyzed. DNB didn’t occur and the really small differences in cladding 
temperature may be neglected. Small or negligible differences were found in node fuel 



enthalpy and fuel temperature for fresh fuel. For high burn-up fuel, DYN3D calculates values 
for the node centerline fuel temperatures up to 184 K lower than DYN3D-TRANSURANUS. 
One reason can be the found differences in the heat transfer coefficient in the gap. Further 
reasons of the differences seem to be the UO2 properties (e.g. thermal conductivity) and the 
radial power density profile. The impact of both parameters will be analyzed more precisely 
in the near future. Thence there is a strong incentive to use fuel performance codes – for pre-
analysis or as underlying engine in a coupled system. After this, the degree of conservatism 
(or non-conservatism) can be estimated for both approaches. Altogether DYN3D-
TRANSURANUS calculated promising results in less than one day for a 20 sec control rod 
ejection transient. In the numerical simulations, no convergence problems occurred. 
 
Future plans are to extend the application range of DYN3D-TRANSURANUS: On the one 
hand the extension to burn-up cycle calculations with more accurate fuel performance 
modeling, on the other hand the complete simulation of neutron kinetics, core thermal 
hydraulics, system thermal hydraulics and fuel behavior in one code. Regarding the latter, the 
coupling between DYN3D and TRANSURANUS was done having in mind a later extension 
to DYN3D-ATHLET-TRANSURANUS as shown also in Figure 1 a) and b). Both the 
external and parallel coupling approaches in DYN3D-ATHLET are suitable for this extension 
[15]. Furthermore other TRANSURANUS users can adopt the general TRANSURANUS 
coupling interface for their own planned couplings with reactor dynamic, system and sub-
channel codes [11]. 
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Figure 1:  Data transfer between the reactor dynamic code DYN3D on the one side and the 

general TRANSURANUS coupling interface and TRANSURANUS on the other 
side for a) one-way coupling and b) two-way coupling. 
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Figure 2:  Total nuclear power (left) and global average fuel temperature (right) during the 

control rod ejection transient 
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Figure 3:  Node fuel centerline temperature of fresh fuel (left) and high burn-up fuel (right) 

during the control rod ejection transient 
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Figure 4: Node heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in the gap of fresh fuel (left) and high burn-up 

fuel (right) during the control rod ejection transient 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Reactor state DYN3D DYN3D-TRANSURANUS 
Hot zero power (HZP) 1608.90 ppm 1608.90 ppm 
30% nominal power 1208.38 ppm 1199.00 ppm 

 
Table 1: Critical boron acid concentration determined with DYN3D and DYN3D-

TRANSURANUS (two-way coupling). 
 
 
Absolut difference Node fuel enthalpy 

[J/g] 
Node fuel centerline 

temperature [K] 
Node cladding 

temperature [K] 
Minimum 0.00 0.00 -0.40 
Maximum 45.34 170.67 0.25 

 
Table 2: Global minimum and maximum differences of node fuel enthalpy, node fuel 

centerline temperature and node cladding temperature at the beginning of the 
control rod ejection transient (> 0: value of DYN3D is lower; < 0: value of DYN3D 
is larger) 

 
 
Absolut difference Node fuel enthalpy 

[J/g] 
Node fuel centerline 

temperature [K] 
Node cladding 

temperature [K] 
Minimum 0.00 0.00 -0.34 
Maximum 46.20 183.52 2.34 

 
Table 3: Global minimum and maximum differences of node fuel enthalpy, node fuel 

centerline temperature and node cladding temperature during the control rod 
ejection transient (> 0: value of DYN3D is lower; < 0: value of DYN3D is larger) 
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